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Abstract

ERS INSAR data have been proved to be of interest for forest applications. The

interferometric coherence was found related to various land-uses and forest types, whereas in

some special cases (e.g. flat terrain) the interferometric phase has been linked to the forest

height. This paper reports an investigation on the information content of the interferometric

coherence over a hilly terrain supporting various land-uses types and large pine plantations.

The approach includes the use of a Geographic Information System and multi-temporal data to

analyze the coherence behavior as a function of forest types forest parameters and

environmental factors such as meteorological and topographic effects.

Coherence appears to be efficient to discriminate between forest types. However topography

and environmental conditions affects strongly the coherence and its estimation, pointing out

the need for rejection of strong slopes areas (> 15°) and the sensitivity to local

meteorological/seasonal effects. Based on these observations, forest classification results are

presented. Forest/non-forest discrimination is very efficient (accuracy > 90%) using one-day

interval acquisition. More detailed classification with discrimination between forest themes

gives also good results.

Then, we investigate the indirect link between coherence and forest parameters. The

coherence is sensitive to the forest growth stage allowing forest parameters retrieval possible

using a simple straight-line model.. Finally, the importance of wind upon temporal

deccorelation is addressed, and a semi-empirical correction is proposed.

Keywords: ERS differential interferometry, coherence, forest, classification, biomass

retrieval, topography, meteorology.
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1 Introduction

Space-borne Synthetic Aperture Radars (SARs) data have shown a great potential for forest

applications including mapping and biomass retrieval over flat and hilly terrain (Beaudoin et

al., 1994; Beaudoin et al., 1995; Dobson et al., 1995; Ranson et al., 1995). However, studies

using ERS SAR data showed that its configuration is somewhat limited for forest applications

(Dobson et al., 1992; Kasischke et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1994). In addition to low-level cover

discrimination such as forest/non-forest mapping, possible applications are mainly related to

the monitoring of natural or man-made forest perturbations such as clear-cutting (tropical

deforestation), re-growth (low biomass levels) and environmental changes (e.g. thaw/freeze

events).

Fortunately, applications can be broadened significantly when interferometric phase and

correlation derived from repeat-pass ERS SAR interferometry (INSAR) data are considered,

in addition to the usual backscatter information. The interferometric correlation (here after

called degree of coherence), which is an indicator of the temporal stability of the target in

terms of geometric properties, proved to be a good discrimination in cultivated areas

(Wegmüller and Werner, 1995b) and forested landscapes (Herland, 1995; Wegmüller and

Werner, 1995a), in particular when multi-pairs correlation are used (Wegmüller and Werner,

1997).It has been showed that the interferometric phase, usually used to derive the terrain

altitude, can also be linked to the height of the forest canopy (Hagberg et al., 1995; Ulander et

al., 1995; Askne et al., 1997; Floury et al., 1997). Furthermore, some studies have showed the

potential of degree of coherence for forest parameters retrieval (Floury et al., 1996; Askne et

al., 1997). Gens and van Genderen (1996) have recently listed a wide range of such

applications, with encouraging results. However, these are recent results and the potential of

such new data type is far from being fully explored. The interferometric, topographic and
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environmental conditions, for which INSAR data can provide useful thematic applications,

have to be assessed furthermore.

In this paper, we address the potential use of ERS INSAR coherence data over hilly terrain,

towards the generalization of 1) land-use mapping and especially detection of forested areas

and 2) retrieve forest types and relevant forest parameters (e.g. stem biomass). This study

differs somewhat from those previously reported about INSAR observations of forested areas.

The approach consists in using multi temporal data and a Geographic Information System

(GIS) to analyze the influence upon interferometric coherence of various factors such as time

interval between acquisitions, biophysical parameters, meteorological/seasonal effects and

topography.

The first part presents the test site and the associated data collection and processing. The

second section investigates the general behavior of the degree of coherence for various land-

uses and forest types over hilly terrain as well as the temporal instability of the signatures. In

this section, we examine coherence capability for forest mapping using tandem data. The last

part focuses on the retrieval of forest parameters, studying the indirect link between the

coherence and the growth stage. In particular we focus on the influence of wind upon

temporal decorrelation.

2 Test site and data-set

2.1 The test-site

The test-site is situated in the Département de la Lozère, in Southern France. This site

presents a great interest because of the variability in forest types and topographic conditions. It

is centered approximately at 44.5°30.0’ N and 0°3.5' E. The west part of the area is

characterized by large and gently rolling limestone plateaus culminating around 1200 m,
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which are intersected by gorges with 300-500m depth and steep slopes up to 50° (see DEM in

Figure 1). In the east part, there are the Cévennes mountains, with a mean altitude of about

800 m. The overall area is dominated by the Mont-Lozère (1660 m) with gentle slopes aligned

along a east-west axis. Main land-uses are natural short grasslands. Cultivated and urban areas

are concentrated in the valleys whereas on the plateaus Austrian and Scots pine plantations are

found. Coniferous species such as spruce, Scots pine, fir and Douglas fir, but also deciduous

species such as beech and chestnut trees mainly cover the rest of the scene.

Following, we focus on Austrian black pine plantations (Pinus nigra nigricans) which are

found in state-owned forest plantations made of even-aged and relatively homogeneous

stands. The two main forest test-sites (Figure 1) cover respectively 5400 and 1200 ha with

more than 500 stands (average area 5-15 ha), offering a large range of growth stages (0 to 140

year-old) as well as topographic situations.

Different ground data concerning land-uses and these stands have been collected and entered

in a Geographic Information System (GIS) that includes:

• a digital forest inventory (French forest inventory service IFN) covering the whole test-site

(50 by 80 km) with a 50 meter grid size, in which more than 30 forested themes are

described, defining the stands in terms of species and structure (sparse, reforestation,

copse, young, mature,);

• a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) with a 50 meter grid size (French Geographic Institute

IGN) with a 2.5 meter of vertical accuracy;

• stand limits and age classes of the Austrian pine plantations (> 500 stands);

• detailed measurements of forest parameters in 103 Austrian pine stands including mean

height, basal area, stem density .From there, the stem volume is derived in a simple way

by combining these parameters with a trunk taper factor. Then, the stem biomass can be
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estimated by applying a dry wood density coefficient found to be equal to 360 kg/m3 from

measurements (Castel, 1998).

2.2 INSAR acquisition and processing

Principal INSAR products are contained in the normalized complex cross-correlation, which

is defined as:

∗∗
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φ =⋅ρ
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where φ is the interferometric phase (i.e. phase difference between the complex pixel values

se,m of slave and master images) and ρ is the degree of coherence. The brackets denote the

ensemble average found by coherently averaging the complex values of N single look pixels,

which means that the coherence is the measure of the spatial variability of the interferometric

phase. The degree of coherence provides a measure of the stability of the phase difference

between the two images and takes limited value in the range [0-1].

The decorrelation sources can be separated in three main origins (Zebker and Villasenor,

1992; Askne et al., 1997):

temporalspatialthermaltotal ρ⋅ρ⋅ρ=ρ (2)

The thermal noise decorrelation ρthermal can be neglected in the case of ERS data (Hagberg et

al 1993, Askne et al., 1997). The spatial decorrelation ρspatial due to the baseline was

compensated with common-band filtering. For flat terrain it can be neglected because the

interferograms we will study present baselines smaller than 150 meters. However, with
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volume scattering, in particular with large trees, the effective footprint size in range is

increased. As the length of the range footprint projected normal to the range direction (in the

imaging plane) is larger, then the resulting ‘celestial footprint’ is smaller and the coherence

should decrease. However, this latter phenomenon won't be address in this paper considering

that further theoretical modeling would be necessary to include this effect in our work..

Finally, the decorrelation is almost due to ρtemporal which is mainly an indicator of the temporal

unstability of the target geometric and dielectric properties (Wegmüller and Werner, 1995b).

We analyzed 8 ERS interferograms (Table 1) including 4 tandem pairs which are two images

of the same area acquired with one day interval by the ERS-1&2 satellites. The various

acquisition parameters that must be accounted for in the analysis are presented in Table 1. We

chose only pairs with relatively small baselines to prevent from excessive spatial

decorrelation. Ignoring the tandem pair, it can be seen that the time acquisition interval is

large, providing contrasted seasons and thus, variability in ground, forest and weather

conditions. In particular, near-freezing conditions with a shallow snow layer on the ground

were present for one winter scene included in pairs cp2-3 & cp3-5. Low wind conditions (i.e.

from 10 to 30 km/h) prevailed for all pairs.

Tandem analysis was performed using Gamma's SAR and interferometric processing software

(Strozzi et al., 1998) for the European program EUFORA (European Forest Observation by

Radar), whereas the others interferograms were previously performed using the DIAPASON

estimator (Massonnet, 1994) developed by the Centre Nationale d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES),

under CNES contract.

The Gamma SAR processing included radiometric calibration for the antenna gain and slant

range distance. For the interferometric processing the images were co-registered at sub-pixel

accuracy and common band filtering of the azimuth and range spectra was applied in order to

optimize the interferometric correlation and to minimize the effects of the baseline geometry
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on the degree of coherence. The true pixel size of the SAR data was computed from the DEM

and the backscattering intensities were normalized. For the estimation of the terrain-corrected

degree of coherence, a simulated unwrapped phase image in SAR coordinates was calculated

from the DEM. The simulated phase image, which corresponds to the topographic phase, was

then subtracted from the interferometric phase. From the differential interferogram and the

two intensity images, the multi-look interferometric signatures were computed. For a wide

applicability, the degree of coherence, the average backscatter intensity, and the backscattering

intensity change between the two images of the Tandem pair were estimated on a per pixel

level. In order to get reliable values at the pixel level and to find a compromise between

maintaining a high spatial resolution and obtaining an accurate estimation, adaptive estimators

and filtering were used (Wegmüller et al., 1998). In a final step, the DEM was used to

transform the images from SAR coordinates to orthonormal map coordinates, permitting the

validation of the forest map against the available land-use inventory.

The DIAPASON differs from the GAMMA Software in the way the coherence is estimated

(Massonnet and Rabaute, 1993), which leads usually to slightly higher values than with

GAMMA software. As a consequence the direct comparison of the results of the two

estimators is not possible.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Mapping forest

3.1.1 Degree of coherence potential for forest types discrimination.

In this section, we use the digital forest inventory and the DEM to study the sensitivity of the

coherence to different factors such as tree species, meteorology and topography. In order to

intersect these informations, we cross the images and the other information layers through the
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GIS. Then, the coherence/backscatter statistics are obtained on polygons for each combination

of forest type and topographic condition (area > 1.5 ha), allowing to examine the

coherence/backscatter behavior versus forest type, topography or biomass for homogeneous

units.

General coherence behavior

Figure 2 presents a color composite of 3 tandem image processed with GAMMA software:

July (red), August (green) and March (blue). The dark color (dark red and purple) indicates

strong coherence change between the different tandem, which will be studied further in this

section. Globally, brighter areas with yellow tones correspond to grasslands, mainly on the

western part of the image, which exhibit the highest correlation. Forested areas appear in

green with darker tones, as well as the mountainous area at the right bottom of the image.

Figure 3 presents mean correlation values, calculated with DIAPASON, for 4 land-use types,

plotted against time interval. The best coherence and discrimination between themes is

obtained for the tandem data, and the coherence decreases with time interval for all themes.

However, after a given time interval, the coherence does not vary anymore. For the lower time

intervals it is possible to discriminate deciduous from coniferous, indicating that tandem data

or low time interval interferograms offers possibilities for general land-use discrimination,

which was not possible using ERS backscatter intensity alone.

Figure 4 shows the coherence measurements for four different themes, deciduous, coniferous,

sparse forest and grasslands for the two tandem summer acquisitions processed with

GAMMA. It appears (Table 2) that deciduous are the less coherent (< 0.3), coniferous show

intermediate values (0.3-0.5) and grasslands and sparse themes are the more coherent (> 0.5).

The coherence values for a given theme show an important dispersion leading to overlapping

between themes. A temporal variability of the grassland signatures between the two summer

acquisitions although the meteorological conditions were very closed is observed. It is
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probably related to different ground conditions corresponding for grass to different growing

stage. The rough theme definition in the inventory, which does not indicate the various growth

stages for each species, explains the large range of values for a given theme. Moreover a part

of the variability should be attributed to errors in the inventory dating from 5 years before the

tandem acquisitions.

These observations can be interpreted as follows: as introduced in the first section the loss of

coherence must be mainly attributed to geometric and dielectric change of the targets between

each interferometric acquisition, ρtemporal in (2). As mentioned in previous studies (Floury et

al., 1996), the decrease of the coherence with volume scattering can be explained by: 1) a

diminishing ground contribution, which is generally geometrically and dielectricly stable thus

highly coherent; 2) an increasing volume contribution, which is less coherent, due to targets

motions (mainly leaves or needles at C-band) under the wind between the acquisitions. This

explains the coherence decrease as the foliar biomass increase from grasslands/young forests

to mature forests. However this general behavior previously observed in other papers must be

studied as a function of environmental factors. In particular, geometric and dielectric change

must be addressed for a wide field of applications.

Meteorology

Figure 5 shows the coherence measurements using the same themes in Figure 4 but for a

summer (July) and a winter (February) acquisition. It appears clearly that the behavior of

certain themes is strongly affected by both seasonal and local weather conditions leading to

strong variability of the coherence signatures. It is well traduced by the statistics presented in

the Table 2 for the average coherence values of the different vegetation categories as a

function of dates. Except for deciduous, the results show an increase of the average coherence

values from February to August. In the deciduous case ,the higher winter coherence values

should be attributed to the leaf-off trees, leading to an increased soil contribution, highly
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coherent. In February the area was entirely snow covered. The strong dispersion of the winter

coherence values of grasslands is probably due to these snow conditions which affect the

coherence depending on its nature. Indeed, wet snow usually leads to low coherence values

due to scattering geometry changes (i.e. freezing/thawing cycles) while shallow dry snow

shows coherence generally similar to the snow free case. The low coniferous coherence in the

February acquisitions is probably due to the same reason. These effects, if they are

homogeneous over a whole region, can represent an advantage for discriminating between

different themes. As expected, the deciduous themes exhibit higher coherence when they are

leaf-off.

Topography

The dispersion observed in the summer acquisitions, even for low-vegetalized themes (Figure

4) cannot be attributed to meteorological effects (no rain, low wind conditions). Looking to

the coherence color composite (Figure 2) it appears that mountainous areas exhibit low

coherence showing the coherence is affected by the local topography. Figure 6 shows

coherence versus the local aspect angle for increasing slopes classes and for grasslands areas

all over the image for which coherence should be stable and high in summer conditions. An

aspect angle of 90° degrees corresponds to a terrain surface normal towards the satellite. For

this aspect angle the strongest slope dependence of the coherence estimate is observed. The

explanation of this dependence is the geometric decorrelation (i.e. the higher baseline

decorrelation effect) caused by the non-overlapping fraction of the range spectral band, as the

band filters were calculated for the case of a horizontal surface, which is too wide for the

slopes facing the SAR (Gatelli et al., 1994).

For slopes away from the SAR, i.e. aspect angles around 270°, the band filters are narrower

than necessary, but no decorrelation is caused. However, reduced coherence on slopes facing

away from the sensor as a function of the slope is also observed. The explanation of that is the
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different weighting of the backscattering between soil and vegetation. The incidence angle

dependence of the soil is much stronger than that of the vegetation. Therefore, the relative

contribution of the stable soil to the total backscattering decreases with increasing incidence

angle.

Regarding a possible correction of the coherence vs. slope angle, one should say that the

geometric decorrelation for the mountain face which is tilted toward the satellite could be

compensated by using the information of the DEM during the computation of the

interferogram (i.e. when common band filtering is applied) but this is time consuming and is

not implemented in the GAMMA and DIAPASON softwares. On the other hand, the decrease

of the coherence for the mountain face that is tilted away from the sensor is a physical

consequence of the imaging geometry (incidence angle dependence of the backscattering

coefficient) and in our opinion is not to be corrected. That way, without correction, only

gently rolling terrain and areas without layover should be readily used for interpretation. In the

following we will arbitrary reject areas with slopes superior to 15° in order to reduce

confusion.

3.1.2 Classification results using the tandems

Results point out the sensitivity of coherence data to biophysical parameters but also the

necessity to take into account topographic and meteorological factors for an interpretation of

land-use interferometric signatures. Using these observations, we study forest mapping using

classification methods applied on the tandem images.

Method

We use in the following the supervised maximum likelihood algorithm, which is based on the

assumption that data are normally distributed. Although this is not the case for SAR data, we

verified that processed data are closed to a Gaussian distribution thanks to the high multi-look
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achieved. Class statistics are obtained on training polygons (1% of the total area to be

classified) derived from the digital inventory covering 50 by 80 km, and the validation

through confusion matrices is made on a second set of independent polygons (> 50 % of the

area to be classified). Three data sets are used. The first approach uses one tandem pair, the

second approach two tandem pairs and the third approach four tandem pairs plus backscatter

ratios between dates.

Forest/ non Forest

With one tandem pair, the only reliable classification is forest/non-forest. The forest/non-

forest separation is possible provided that forested areas present always the lowest values in

coherence (Figure 3), due to temporal decorrelation. Figure 7 represents the forest inventory

and Figure 8 displays the classified image while confusion matrix is shows in Table 3.

Masked areas in Figure 8 (black) include non-vegetation themes (urban, water and slopes

larger than 15°, including layover areas). All the non-forested themes (shrubs, grasslands) in

the forest inventory are defined as non-forest. The overall accuracy is 94 %, which is

satisfactory for application purposes. It is noticeable that adding the backscatter intensities to

the coherence improve the results by only 5 %. The best results are obtained using the summer

tandems in which no meteorological effects (snow, freezing) are observed. Using the winter

tandems the results are lower (of about 80 % global accuracy) mainly because the

meteorological effects described in section 3.1.1 are not homogeneous on the whole image.

That way, forest/non-forest classification shows very satisfactory results using appropriate

data, showing that interferometry is an interesting tool for change detection caused by fires or

forest management.

Multi species/biomass categories discrimination

With two tandem pairs, a four-class classification is feasible, splitting the forest category into

two parts: roughly a high foliar biomass (mature coniferous and deciduous stands) and a low
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foliar biomass class (sparse and young coniferous). An urban area class can be discriminated,

providing that built-up areas have characteristic signatures: both high coherence and high

backscatter level. The confusion matrix (Table 4) shows lower accuracy results with an

overall accuracy of 75 %, which is lower compared to the one tandem classification case. This

lower result can be attributed to the defined typology in the forest inventory which not suitable

with the one achievable by radar data, based on a phenomenological basis. Some classes

defined in the inventory, as sparse coniferous or reforested areas are not sufficiently accurate

to determine in which biomass range they should appear.

As certain themes exhibit typical seasonal behavior regarding the coherence and the intensity,

a more detailed classification can be made based on the above observations: deciduous /

spruce / others mature coniferous / young coniferous / young Austrian pine / shrublands /

grasslands / urban areas / water. This last classification was made using the four ERS tandem

pairs, plus 4 backscatter changes related to the August scene (total of 16 independent

channels). The overall accuracy is of 72 %, the coniferous themes such as spruce being the

best classified with an accuracy of 76.7 % (Table 5). The lowest accuracy is for the deciduous

theme (63 %), which is mainly due to overlapping with coniferous, caused by variable stand

age or density. Some themes present a strong seasonal backscatter variability (e.g. the low

vegetalized themes) as mentioned in section 3.1.1. Otherwise spruce and coniferous present

very stable signatures. Consequently the use of backscatter ratio is very useful, in particular

the ratio between summer and winter acquisitions, improves the results by 20%.

The global accuracy achieved in the two latter classifications indicates that coherence images

should be useful to realize pre-inventories in order to determine rough biomass/vegetation

types classes. However the coherence sensitivity to environmental factors such as meteorology

and topography, shows that they must be take into account for a global classification strategy.

Particularly, attention must be paid to meteorological effects on coherence and backscatter
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according to the themes you are trying to discriminate. It appears that contrasted conditions

are useful for multi species/biomass classes discrimination, even without knowledge of the

meteorological conditions. Finally, the strongest limitation is the topography, which highly

affects the general behavior of coherence. Without any correction, we propose to remove these

areas by using slope criteria over which coherence should not be used for interpretation

purpose.

3.2 Retrieval forest biomass

3.2.1 Degree of coherence sensitivity to forest biomass

After having studied the general behavior of the coherence and how it is affected by

environmental factors, we now focus on single specie, the Austrian black pine, to investigate

more in detail the link between coherence and biophysical parameters. In particular coherence

sensitivity to conventional forest parameters such as  height and stem biomass is assessed.

General coherence behavior

Figure 9 presents the coherence estimated for various ERS pair acquisition as a function of

stem biomass. Full lines are those obtained from linear regression while accuracy is given by

the dashed lines which indicates the 95% confidence interval corresponding approximately to

± 3 standard deviations given by (Hagberg et al., 1995):

N2

1 2ρ−σ =
ρ

(3)

where zero-mean Gaussian white noise process is assumed and N is the number of

independent samples. N must be large in order to get an improved precision, especially for

areas where the degree of coherence is low. This is why, two types of confidence limits are
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obtained as a function of stem volume. Indeed, up to 108 tons/ha stem biomass, the statistics

are calculated by using around 120 independent samples while up to 300 independent samples

are used beyond.

As shown in Figure 9, a coherence decrease with stem biomass is observed. Herland (1995)

and Smith et al. (1998) observed such tendency for boreal forest stands indicating higher

correlation values for young forests compared to mature forests. The linear correlation could

be interpreted in the way presented in section 3.1.1. At C-band, forest backscatter mainly

originate from twigs and needles (volume scattering) in addition to direct ground scattering

which contributes more or less with soil moisture and roughness along with transmissivity and

forest fraction cover which in turn is linked with growth stage. Higher correlation for young

pines compared to mature ones can be explained by higher ground contribution and/or higher

trees stiffness. Then, correlation decrease with stem biomass is mainly due to ground

contribution decreases with the growing contribution of scatterers more sensitive to temporal

variations. Except for both winter tandem pair cp02&cp03 and for cp4-7 spring fall pair,

significant linear correlations (at p = 0.001 or better) are found between coherence and the

forest parameters. Higher regression slopes are observed for the cp08 and cp07 tandem pairs

while lower regression slopes values are with the spring-fall cp4-7 pair that have high baseline

and interval day acquisition, and with the cp02 winter tandem image. On other hand, cp08

DIAPASON and GAMMA pairs have approximately the same behavior absolute level

dependent as indicated before at section 2.2. Furthermore, no coherence saturation clearly

appears with increasing stem volume. Table 6 synthesizes the statistic parameters for all

interferometric pairs and main forest parameters investigated. As expected, higher values of

R² from 0.36 to 0.55 (p>0.001) as well as regression slopes are obtained for summer tandem

pairs cp08 and cp07 compared to both winter pairs affected by meteorological effects (see

section 3). Note that same results are also obtained between both cp08 pairs. Otherwise, other
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pairs give intermediate results, which depend on day interval between acquisitions and

meteorological conditions. Finally these results indicate that the tandem data are the best

sensitive to conventional forest parameters. In order to use coherence data in a forest biomass

retrieval scheme, accurate interpretation is needed. Especially to determine explanation of best

negative linear correlation (R² = 0.55) associated with worst coherence accuracy (higher

RMSE values up to 0.12). Indeed, same stem volume – around 144 tons/ha for example –

shows a coherence dynamic range up to 0.35.

Meteorology

In order to investigated furthermore these general behaviors, temporal decorrelation due to

volume scattering at C-band should be considered at 2 different time spans. First, on a

monthly basis during the growing season, the crown geometry changes due to annual new

shoots (about 30 cm), which is probably a source of significant decorrelation. Second, on a

very short time basis (maybe down to few seconds), decorrelation occurs due to random

motions of the scatterers (needles and twigs) under the wind influence. In this last case, it

should depend on the local wind speed over the canopy, in addition to the topographic

exposure to wind that will be described in the following.

For ERS configuration, little displacements are enough to decorrelate the signal (Zebker and

Villasenor, 1992), even for weak winds. In our case, we consider that the topography

attenuates the speed of the wind giving a local wind vector Wloc depending on a wind

exposure angle called θw angle between the wind vector W and the normal vector to the

terrain n defined as (Beaudoin et al., 1996):

( )[ ]w
1

w cossincos β−β⋅α=θ − (4)
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with α and β being the terrain slope and aspect angles, and βw the wind direction. A value of

0° concerns a vertical slope opposite to the wind direction while values of 90° and 180° are

respectively for a flat terrain (α = 0°) and for a vertical slope facing the wind direction.

As it was shown in the section 3.1.1, the topography affects strongly the coherence in the

highest slope areas. Consequently we will work with stands over weak slopes i.e. lower than

15°. Figure 10 considers two data subsets corresponding to young and mature pines, in which

coherence values of the cp08 DIAPASON tandem pair are plotted against the wind exposure

angle (θw). A weak wind (~10 km/h) was measured at this date. Results show that, for young

pines (0-108 tons/ha, Figure 10a) no relationship with θw is observed, probably due to the

correlation mainly driven by the ground contribution, in addition to the higher stability of

young trees under the local wind influence. Therefore, dispersion in Figure 10a could be

explained in the variability of the transmissivity and the cover fraction, in addition to soil

moisture and roughness that all modulate the ground contribution. On the other hand, for

mature trees (108-216 tons/ha, Figure 10b), the coherence is highly correlated to θw, with a

quasi-linear decrease (R² = 0.78), which partially explains the high dispersion around the trend

indicating that a weak wind easily deccorelates the signal. To go further, a dynamic model that

relates the vegetation element motions to local wind speed is needed. Unfortunately, such

model does not exist at the time, and the link between the displacement of vegetation elements

and the wind and forest parameters has been merely investigated experimentally. Only trunk

movements under wind have been studied for wind damage prevention in forests (Gardiner,

1995).

Results show the sensitivity of coherence data to forest parameters and also point out the

necessity to take into account topographic and meteorological conditions. We now use in the

following the best tandem data (i.e. cp08 and cp07 pairs) to retrieve forest parameters.
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3.2.2 Forest biomass retrieval results using tandems

Method

The method is based on the simple straight-line model describe by the statistic parameters (see

Table 7). We have calculated the accuracy (RMSE) of the forest parameter retrieval possible

using the different correlation images. In this case, we consider two data subsets defined

randomly corresponding respectively to the data used for fitting the line (training data) and for

inversion (control data). Hence, accuracy derived using this cross validation method give us

an expected range for retrieval such forest parameters. Three data sets will be used. The first

approach uses all stands, the second approach stands with weak slopes and the third approach

stands with weak slopes plus wind effect empirically normalize for high stem biomass stands.

For all stands

Table 7a synthesizes the parameters of the linear models used for inversion as well as the

results of forest parameters retrieval. Note that in this case 55 stands are used, as training data

while 48 are control data. The results are approximately identical for all the pair and forest

parameters. Hence RMSE are centered for height and stem biomass respectively around 6.7 m

and 57 tons/ha. Accuracy retrieval seems to be independent with the forest parameter range,

probably due to the no saturation observed in the coherence data. Finally, looking at cp08 pair

results it also appears variations possibly explained by different processing techniques as

noted above. Obviously, the accuracy level remains quite low for retrieve forest biomass over

hilly terrain. As indicated before one possible cause of errors could be attributed to

topography. To this aim, same approach is used for the stands located on weak slopes.

For stands with weak slope (<15°)

A summary of the results is given in Table 7b. Note that in this case only 92 stands are used

leading to 50 stands for training and 42 stands for control. 9 of the 11 stands not used

correspond to high stem volume stands. First it appears that inversion results are
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systematically improved whatever tandem pair and forest parameters. That way best results for

height and stem biomass are respectively 6 m and 48 tons/ha. These results are closely

correlated with steeper fitted line – corresponding to higher regression slopes (a) – indicating

a greater sensitivity for forest parameters. Otherwise results exhibit some accuracy differences

probably due to the processing technique. Nevertheless, results are no enough sufficient

towards an operational biomass retrieval scheme using coherence data. This could be due to

the wind, which has been pointed before as a source of error (Figure 10b). In the next part, the

cp08 coherence is corrected taking into account the local wind exposure angle θw using the

equation showed in Figure 10b. The correction is applied on 31 high stem volume stands.

For stands with weak slope (<15°)/wind effect normalize

Results (Table 8) indicate a slight increase of the accuracy level round, 0.2 m and 2 tons/ha

respectively for height and stem biomass. Consequently, these results indicating that wind

effect correction have a poor impact on the improvement of inversion accuracy. One

explanation could be that the dynamic range of retrieval accuracy is mainly determined by that

of the low stem biomass which still exhibit higher dispersion.

The results shown here are better than those obtained by using ERS intensity alone, which

systematically show the worst estimation results. The coherence results can be compared to

that of multi-polarimetric L band SIR-C data, well known to give better estimations than ERS,

concerning biomass retrieval. Harrel et al. (1997) obtained on a pine forest with a similar

range of stem volume (< 200 tons/ha) estimation errors from 59 to 86 tons/ha. Finally,

improvement in the biomass estimation with ERS as well as with others SAR configurations

is expected by combining intensity and ERS coherence data.

The global accuracy achieved indicates that coherence measurements can be usefully

employed for forest parameters retrieval over forests located in weak slope areas (< 15°) at

large scale. However, the high dynamic range of coherence observed on low stem biomass in
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relation with topography and environmental conditions must be assessed furthermore towards

the development of an operational biomass retrieval scheme.

4 Concluding remarks

In this paper, ERS DEM-differential interferometric correlation was investigated over a hilly-

forested test-site. The degree of coherence was found to be a good land-use discriminator for

major land-use types and forest biomass estimator especially using short time intervals. It was

shown in particular that efficient forest/non-forest classifications (accuracy > 90%) are

feasible using only one summer tandem pair. More detailed classification, with discrimination

between forest themes, have been done showing that multi-temporal data using coherence plus

backscatter and backscatter ratio is very interesting. On forest covers, the correlation is linked

to conventional forest parameters such as stem volume (R² = 0.55) – correlated with the

growth stage –, due to decreased ground contribution and increased crown volume scattering,

originating mainly from needles and twigs. Furthermore the results do not indicate that

coherence saturates for volumes up to 250 tons/ha allowing the use of the simple straight-line

relationship between coherence and forest parameters for a retrieval scheme. With the more

stable meteorological conditions, global accuracy of the retrieval appears to be 5.8 m and 46

tons/ha for respectively height and stem biomass.

However, the study points out some problems related to topographic and environmental

conditions, which needed to be take into account. First, strong slopes areas (> 15°) were not

involved in the classification and biomass retrieval scheme because of the unreliable

coherence values encountered. Further improvement for taking into account of this effect in

the interferometric processing chain is needed. Second, it appears that even with one-day

interval acquisition, attention must be paid to meteorological conditions. In particular for ERS

configuration a rapid decorrelation is easily generated by weak winds (10 km/h). Hence, the
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correlation behavior with the wind speed was highlighted using the tandem scene, through the

variation of the local wind speed due to the topographic exposure to wind. Following these

observations it seems that for biomass retrieval applications the user should select images for

which he knows the meteorological conditions were stable (low wind, no snow coverage). On

the contrary, and for multi-species classification purpose, selecting images with strong

contrast improves classification result, using the backscatter change information along with

the degree of coherence.

The work presented in this paper is included in an inductive approach based on statistical

results. A difficult task is to use directly the results for generalization purpose to other site,

however the results presented here contribute as a new step towards generalization purpose of

such tools. Indeed, the specificity of the test site help us to point out what are specific effects

of interferometric, topographic and environmental conditions on the use of INSAR data for

forest monitoring. It brings also experimental results on the identification impact of such

previous conditions on the coherence variability and consequently on the estimation of forest

attributes.

Therefore, for generalization purposes, the challenge will be to determine how the degree of

coherence can be linked robustly to characteristics of interest. Carrying on such work is

probably worthwhile, considering the potential of interferometric SAR data in addition to the

usual backscatter information.
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Table 1. Summarize of all the interferometric acquisitions used for interpretation in this paper.

Acquisition Time Wind speed Air Temp.
ERS
Pairs

Baseline
(m)

Processing
chain

Date Day
interval

Season Date 1
(m/s)

Date 2
(m/s)

Date 1
(C°)

Date 2
(C°)

cp2-3 126 Diapason 25/08/92
28/01/93

210 Summer
Winter

3.5 8 26.4 2.9

cp2-5 124 Diapason 25/08/92
17/06/93

296 Summer
Summer

3.5 5 26.4 18.3

cp3-5 65 Diapason 28/01/93
17/06/93

140 Winter
Summer

8 5 2.9 18.3

cp4-7 133 Diapason 08/04/93
04/11/93

156 Spring
Fall

4 5 13.1 11.3

cp07
Tandem

44 Gamma 15/07/951
06/07/95

1 Summer 5 4 22 24

cp08
Tandem

98 Diapason &
Gamma

19/08/95
20/08/95

1 Summer 4 3 28 25

cp02
Tandem

71 Gamma 17/02/96
18/02/96

1 Winter 2 3 1.2 0.1

cp03
Tandem

20 Gamma 12/03/96
13/03/96

1 Spring 3 2 0 1.7
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Table 2. Confusion matrix for the forest/non forest classification with one tandem pair, overall
accuracy is 94 %.

Classified

Reference
Forest Non-forest

Forest 96 % 9 %

Non-forest 4 % 91 %
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Table 3. Confusion matrix for the classification using two tandem pairs, overall accuracy is
75%.

Classified

Reference

High
biomass

Low
biomass

Non-forest Water Urban areas

High biomass 72 % 19.6 % 2.6 % 0.5 % 9 %

Low biomass 18.6 % 62 % 10.9 % 0.3 % 5.75 %

Non-forest 6.5 % 18.6 % 81 % 0.1 % 18.3 %

Water 0 % 0 % 0 % 99.1 % 0 %

Urban areas 2.7 % 0 % 5.6 % 0 % 67 %
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Table 4. Confusion matrix with four tandem pair plus backscatter ratio, overall accuracy is
72%.

Classified

Reference

Deciduous Spruce Dense
Coniferous

Med.
Coniferous

Young
Austrian Pine

Sparse Grasslands Urban

areas

Water

Deciduous 63.35 4.97 9.76 0.99 0.00 1.75 0.40 0.20 0.00
Spruce 3.81 76.68 4.45 15.44 0.00 2.73 0.00 0.10 0.00
Dense

Coniferous
24.38 3.76 72.61 1.77 12.01 5.81 7.08 2.58 0.00

Med.
Coniferous

0.13 14.17 1.09 62.56 0.00 5.09 0.03 0.00 0.00

Young
Austrian.

Pine

0.02 0.00 1.40 0.06 57.31 0.37 2.46 1.01 0.00

Sparse 6.62 0.00 9.43 19.16 7.78 80.85 14.04 6.12 0.06
Grasslands 0.06 0.00 0.08 0.00 22.91 1.78 73.15 5.31 0.00
Urban areas 0.48 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.19 0.78 84.67 0.00

Water 0.01 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 99.94
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Table 5. Synthesis of statistics calculated from ERS coherence images of the Lozère test site.
R² is the correlation coefficient, a is the slope of the linear regression, b is the intercept of the
regression line with the Y-axis and RMSE is the root mean square error given by

( )[ ] bŷayandNŷyRMSE
212 +=−= ∑ .

ERS Age (years) Height (m) Stem volume (m3/ha)
pairs RMSE

of ρ
R² a

(×10-3)
b RMSE

of ρ
R² a

(×10-3)
b RMSE

of ρ
R² a

(×10-3)
b

DIAPASON
cp08 0.11 0.51 -3.45 0.75 0.12 0.37 -12.9 0.76 0.11 0.46 -0.5 0.72
cp4-7 0.09 0.07 -0.76 0.40 0.09 0.07 -3.55 0.41 0.09 0.07 -0.13 0.40
cp3-5 0.11 0.31 -2.36 0.63 0.11 0.35 -11.2 0.67 0.11 0.31 -0.37 0.32
cp2-3 0.10 0.18 -1.43 0.46 0.09 0.20 -6.56 0.48 0.10 0.16 -0.21 0.45
cp2-5 0.09 0.18 -1.32 0.44 0.09 0.19 -5.92 0.46 0.09 0.18 -0.2 0.43

GAMMA
cp07 0.11 0.53 -3.83 0.52 0.11 0.52 -16.8 0.56 0.11 0.55 -0.61 0.50
cp08 0.09 0.51 -3.03 0.51 0.11 0.36 -11.2 0.51 0.10 0.49 -0.46 0.49
cp02 0.05 0.14 -0.64 0.17 0.05 0.03 -1.36 0.16 0.05 0.13 -0.09 0.16
cp03 0.04 0.00 0.002 0.10 0.03 0.02 0.62 0.10 0.04 0.00 -0.002 0.11
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Table 6a. Retrieval statistics calculated from tandem ERS coherence images of stands located
on Lozère test site. The legend is the same as table 5.

ERS Age (years) Height (m) Stem volume (m3/ha)
pairs a b R² RMSE a b R² RMSE a b R² RMSE
cp08

DIAPASON
-155 139 0.62 25.5 -35.1 34 0.56 6.7 -1068 897.6 0.61 172

cp 07 -133.6 95.6 0.61 27 -32.6 25.1 0.60 6.3 -922 600.4 0.63 158
cp 08

GAMMA
-181.7 116 0.64 29.5 -40.8 28.7 0.61 7.7 -1231 732.7 0.56 186

Table 6b: Statistics calculated from tandem ERS coherence images for the stands located on
weak slopes (< 15°) of the Lozère test site. The legend is the same as table 5.

ERS Age (years) Height (m) Stem volume (m3/ha)
pairs a b R² RMSE a b R² RMSE a b R² RMSE
cp08

DIAPASON
-160 141.2 0.63 22 -37 35 0.59 6.2 -1067 889 0.61 133

cp 07 -133 95.2 0.58 25 -32.9 25.1 0.62 5.8 -891 583.5 0.56 136
cp 08

GAMMA
-202 123.7 0.68 25 -44.5 30.1 0.57 6.9 -1294 752.6 0.60 153
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Table 7. Retrieval statistics calculated from cp08 DIAPASON tandem ERS coherence images
for the stands located on weak slopes (< 15°) and wind effect normalize for high stem volume
stands. The legend is the same as table 5.

Forest cp08 DIAPASON interferometric pair
parameters a b R² RMSE

Age (years) -173 148 0.70 21
Height (m) -39.8 36.5 0.64 6
Stem volume (m3/ha) -1130 923.5 0.65 129
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Figure 1: DEM and forest limits (Austrian black pine plantations, gray lines) over the test-site.

Figure 2: False colors composite of the coherence extracted from July (cp07: Red), August

(cp08: Green) and February (cp02: Blue) acquisitions. Grasslands and bushlands appear

as white or light tones, the darker tones being forest.

Figure 3: Mean correlation as a function of acquisition interval, for 4 main land-use types. All

coherence data were processed with DIAPASON software.

Figure 4: Coherence behavior for summer tandem acquisitions for 4 main themes extracted

from the forest inventory. Coherence was processed using GAMMA software.

Figure 5: Coherence behavior for one summer and one winter tandem acquisitions for the 4

themes as in Figure 4. Coherence was processed using GAMMA software.

Figure 6: Averaged degree of coherence for grasslands versus aspect for different slope

classes. Coherence was processed with GAMMA software.

Figure 7: Digital forest inventory, black areas are non-classified areas, dark gray stands are

forested areas and light gray stands are for non-forested areas.

Figure 8: Forest/Non forest image resulting from classification by maximum likelihood of one

tandem pair (same legend as Figure 7).

Figure 9: Correlation behavior of ERS coherence with stem volume as an indicator of growth

stage for the Lozère test-site and for DIAPASON and GAMMA interferometric pairs.

Dark line is the regression line while dashed lines indicate the confidence interval (± 3

standard deviations).

Figure 10: Correlation behavior with wind exposure angle for a) young pines and b) mature

pines.
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Figure 1: DEM and forest limits (Austrian black pine plantations, gray lines) over the test-site.
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Figure 2: False colors composite of the coherence extracted from July (cp07: Red), August
(cp08: Green) and February (cp02: Blue) acquisitions. Grasslands and bushlands appear as
white or light tones, the darker tones being forest.
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Figure 3: Mean correlation as a function of acquisition interval, for 4 main land-use types. All
coherence data were processed with DIAPASON software.
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Figure 4: Coherence behavior for summer tandem acquisitions for 4 main themes extracted
from the forest inventory. Coherence was processed using GAMMA software.
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Figure 5: Coherence behavior for one summer and one winter tandem acquisitions for the 4
themes as in Figure 4. Coherence was processed using GAMMA software.
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Figure 7: Digital forest inventory, black areas are non-classified areas, dark gray stands are
forested areas and light gray stands are for non-forested areas.
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Figure 8: Forest/Non forest image resulting from classification by maximum likelihood of one
tandem pair (same legend as Figure 7).
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Figure 9: Correlation behavior of ERS coherence with stem volume as an indicator of growth
stage for the Lozère test-site and for DIAPASON and GAMMA interferometric pairs. Dark
line is the regression line while dashed lines indicate the confidence interval (± 3 standard
deviations).
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Figure 10: Correlation behavior with wind exposure angle for a) young pines and b) mature
pines.


